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Background on my project and why 
In Manitowoc we have a local animal shelter called Lakeshore Humane Society (LHS). 

I chose to do a liquor basket raffle at the bar I work at and give all the proceeds to LHS. I 
created three separate baskets to be raffled off at the bar. 

As a lifetime resident of Manitowoc county I have adopted, and even surrendered 
animals at LSH. 

These animals are as much apart of the community as you and I are. It is our duty to 
aid animals in need and support them just as we would if they were human beings. 



Again, why this project?
● In the U.S alone there are 70 million stray animals
● Out of those 70 million animals only 6-8 million end up entering a shelter
● Only about 3 million of those animals are adopted
● That means that over half of those animals are euthanized 
● U.S citizens pay around 2 billion dollars annually to support these animal shelters 

(feeding, housing, vet bills)

Source: https://www.onegreenplanet.org/animalsandnature/12-alarming-facts-about-pet-

homelessness/#:~:text=Let's%20dig%20in%20to%20some,Society%20of%20the%20United%20States

https://www.onegreenplanet.org/animalsandnature/12-alarming-facts-about-pet-homelessness/#:~:text=Let's%20dig%20in%20to%20some,Society%20of%20the%20United%20States


Project Details
I chose the idea for my project quite quickly. I fortunately had a good platform to 

base my raffle out of. Being an animal lover I was positive that I wanted to have 
Lakeshore Humane Society as my beneficiary.

The first hurdle was having a meeting with the two owners to see if they would let 
me do the raffle. After explaining details they agreed but I needed to obtain a raffle 
license. I didn’t even know you needed that?! 



Project details con.
Once I got the okay to do the raffle I had to create the baskets. This is where I had to take my 

knowledge of what my customers liked and apply it to what I needed to put in the baskets. 

I decided to do three baskets and raffle one off each week. 

Instead of doing raffle tickets I did ten liners. Ten liners are exactly what they sound like: Small 
slips with ten lines where someone writes their name. Each line is numbered on the side and a black 
strip conceals the numbers until the ten liner is full and a random number is selected. The winner is 
who had their name on the selected numbers line. 

Three baskets = three ten liners

I sold each line for $20

Three ten liners + $20 a line = $600  



The baskets I made



Project details con.

My raffle did not go as planned (insert scary music here)

It went even better!

My first basket sold in two hours. Due to this I decided to just put 
the other ones out right after the prior one sold. It took four days 

for them all to sell.



Cost vs Profit
● Cost for baskets and decor: $53.01
● Cost for contents inside of baskets (liquor, ect): $256.36
● Additional $30 for three $10 gift cards to Saucys Sports Bar where raffle was held

Total cost to make baskets: $339.37
Money raised from baskets: $600.00

Profit: $260.36

I did choose to not take what I spent out of the money I made off 
the raffle so all $600 will be donated to animals in need.



Cost vs Profit con.
Due to this project being around Easter

there was a surplus of baskets and decor

to choose from! 



Interview
I had an interview with the director of LSH, Tina Nichols

This is a summary about what was discussed

Lakeshore Humane Society does not operate under and government subsidies. Every cent they obtain is given 
to them by the community. When I asked Ms. Nichols about how much the community contributes she said 
“Lakeshore Humane is lucky to have such a great community. So many people and organizations donated their 
time and money to help us out.” She also talked about an incident that happened a few years ago when their 
furnace went out in the middle of winter. A local heating company in Manitowoc came and replaced it for free. 

I asked Ms. Nichols about where the money goes, she responded “It might sound kind of boring but it's used for 
everything. Donations are what keep the lights on and the heat going.” Ms.Nichols also mentioned that they 
have no on staff veterinarian. All the medical supplies and attention that rescued animals receive is done by 
local vets. These bills can become very large very quickly. 



LSH issues
Despite community support LSH still has a number of issues

Numerous people bring their unwanted animals to the shelter claiming that they were 
found as strays. This is something that doesn’t just happen here it happens all over. There 
was a cat in the lobby when I visited LSH for my interview that was missing a leg. When I 
asked Ms. Nichols about the cats she told me that his owners had surrendered him after 
their new dog attacked him. The cat had lived at the home for years and was given away 
seriously injured because the family got a new dog. 

LSH has done many things in the past years educating the community about animal care 
and the benefits of adoption. Unfortunately covid has put a halt on that.

Despite all the support already being received LSH always welcomes volunteers of 
donations of money, food, toys and blankets. 



Benefits when donating and where donations go

The benefits of donating to a local charity is very obvious. It goes back into 

our community to help those in need. This includes the animals in our area. When 

donating or even adopting from local shelters it gives those animals a second chance at 

life. These animals bring joy to families and even help support local businesses like pet 

stores which give people jobs to work. 



Conclusion
This project was a lot of fun and what was even better is that I got to help animals 

in need.

Sometimes raising a little awareness can go a long way in our communities 

I learned a lot about the benefits of donating not just money but a little bit of time 
too. 

I think I even kind of have a knack for doing raffles!

If you or anyone else you know is interested in getting involved with Lakeshore 
Humane Society just give them a call! 


